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 24 Snippets Latest news and updates from the beauty and wellness industry

 26 New openings Salons and spas that have been launched in the country 

 28 Main interview Tapping into his talent and balancing it with the right amount of 
hard work and creativity, Gen Itoh has come a long way. With over 17 years of 
experience to his credit, he shares his professional journey

 30-35 In hair L’Oréal Professionnel presents straightening services with X-Tenso 
Oleoshape; the Mythic Oil range, infused with Argan Oil, is luxurious pampering for 
hair; Biolage SmoothProof by MATRIX is a must to tame those frizzy tresses

 36  Hair pro show At TIGI Backstage Heroes Season 2, Mohammad Amjad from Salon 
11 in Jalandhar, was declared the winner

 38-39 Feature Experts are predicting pastel hair colours to be the  tting choice of 
millennials. Soft and subtle hues across the spectrum will make quite a statement   

 40  Role model Creative Design Team Educator with Moroccanoil, Kumi Itoh, shares 
her journey with us  

 42-43 Growth trajectory The growth and expansion of Enrich Salons and Academy is a 
success story worth emulating    

 44 Brand Utpal Mitra, Director at Be Bonnie shares the brand’s offerings for men

 47 In  uencer Anjali Bhaskar, owner of label Samatvam, shares her take on beauty 
in fashion

 48-66 In focus In India, the desire to indulge in ‘spa-cations’ and a sudden awakening 
towards wellbeing has fuelled the growth of destination spas and wellness 
centres 

 70 Artist interview Shivani Goyal shares her journey

 72 Innovation A make-up kit essential, the ULTRA UNDERBASE by Kryolan is a 
preliminary step to make-up. What’s more, the multifaceted product works like 
magic on the skin

 73  Skin care Gunjan Jain, National Education Manager at Cheryl’s Cosmeceuticals 
puts an end to apprehensions about bleaching 

  74 Guest author Dr Pallavi Sule, Dermatologist and Aesthetic Physician, shares the 
sudden rise and and demand of cosmetic procedures   

 75 Nail brand EnailCouture Professional is set to shake up the nail art segment. 
Gunjan Deveshwar, CEO, EnailCouture India, shares her view on the segment  

 76-86  Feature The face mask segment is on the rise 

 90-91  Visual dynamics Tattva Spa’s neat layout and design has successfully translated 
the same to convey a feeling of serenity 

 92-93 Wellness view Hans-Peter Veit, Director of Nescens Spa at Victoria-Jungfrau 
Grand Hotel & Spa talks about the importance of listening to your client 

 95  Celeb style Kriti Sanon shares her beauty and  tness secrets

 96-97 Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut 

 100 Training Courses offered by Time Machine Salon & Academy

 102 Events The social calendar of what is happening when and where
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